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Abst rac t - - In  the real world (i.e., steel industry) we can find cutting problems where rectangles 
are to be cut by guillotine cuts from master ectangles such that rectangular defect areas are to be 
avoided. The classical solution of the maximum empty rectangle problem is often not sufficient for 
these real world problems. The aim of this paper is therefore to find all usable restricted rectangles 
and not the maximum empty rectangle only. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. H ISTORY 
The scientific literature provides algorithms [1-3] which allow us to solve the maximum empty 
rectangle problem. Suppose a set of points P to be contained in a rectangle A. The maximum 
empty rectangle problem consists in finding the maximum rectangle contained in A which does 
not contain any element of P. 
In real life cutting problems it is not sufficient to cut material from the maximum empty 
rectangle only. Instead, the defect-free area of the rectangle A should be  'optimally used'. In 
the formulation of [1] this means that all restricted rectangles (see definition below) should be 
taken into account. Imagine a steel mill burning small steel slabs to be rolled from huge master 
slabs. By burning from the maximal defect-free area only, a lot of usable steel from the master 
slab would not be used. Every restricted rectangle of appropriate size has to be used for burning 
slabs to be rolled. 
In our approach, cutting is assumed to be done by guillotine cuts which always are parallel 
to the boundary of A. Each guillotine cut divides A into two new rectangles. Because all scrap 
material to be cut from A will be rectangular, the defects on A will be no points but rectangular 
defect areas in A where all edges of the defects are parallel to the boundary of A. 
The algorithm which is presented here will allow us to compute a base of restricted rectangles 
for a rectangle A efficiently. Let B and C be the two rectangles obtained from A by a guillotine 
cut. Then from this base also a base of restricted rectangles for B and C can be computed. Let 
A contain N defect areas, then the number of base elements will be not larger than 8 x N ÷ (N). 
Any requests to use program related information should be addressed to IBM. 
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2. THE MODEL 
Let A be a rectangle of a given length (x-direction) and width (y-direction). A includes a num- 
ber N of pairwise disjoint rectangular defect areas Di (i -- 1 , . . . ,  N). Each defect D~ is defined 
by its left, right, bottom, and top boundary. They will be denoted as xl(Di), xr(Di), yb(D~), 
and yt(Di), respectively. The values are given relative to left lower vertex of the rectangle A. 
The boundary of A is denoted as OA. The interior of a set A is denoted as A °. 
DEFINITION. (See [1].) A rectangle M is said to be a res t r i c ted  rec tang le  (RR) if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
• M is completely contained in A; 
• the intersection o fM ° with any of the defects Di (i -- 1 , . . . ,  N) is void; 
• each edge of M either has a nonvoid intersection with an edge of some defect area or it is 
subset of the edge of A. 
A solution of the cutting problem consisting of defect-free result rectangles cut by guillotine 
cuts from A is called par t i t ion  of  A. 
DEFINITION. A set B of RRs is called a base of  a par t i t ion  of  A if the following hold. 
• COMPLETENESS. Every rectangle R C A whose interior having no intersection with each 
of the defect areas is contained in one of the RRs of B. If there ex/st minimum size 
• constraints for the result rectangles to be cut from A only RRs satisfying these constraints 
will be considered elements of the base. 
• TRANSVERSALITY. Let A1 and A2 be two rectangles obtained by applying aguillotine cut 
to A. For any RR x of A1 or A2 there exists one RR r E B such that either x -- r n A1 
orx = rnA2.  
3. ALGORITHM FOR F INDING A BASE 
From each edge of a defect in A two RRs can be constructed by "expanding" in two directions. 
(Think of a window shade you drag down until it is stopped by a defect or 0.4.) 
The expanding procedure is as follows. 
Let r be a rectangle in A having a void intersection with the interior of all defects Di. The 
rectangle might have a zero length in one dimension, i.e., it may be an edge. 
This rectangle r will first be extended in the x-direction until the resulting rectangle meets the 
boundary OA or any defect. Afterwards the extension is done in the y-direction. The resulting 
rectangle is called rrxy(r). Another rectangle can be constructed by expanding first in the y- 
direction and then in the x-direction. This is called rr~x(r). 
Observe that there exist cases rrxu(r) and rrvx(r ) that coincide. 
Notat ions  
A rectangle R is a Cartesian product of two intervals denoted as Ix(R) and Iv(R ). An edge of 
a rectangle is equivalent to one of these intervals. Its canonical embedding into R 2 denotes an 
edge of R as {p} x Iv(R ) or Ix(R) × {p} where p = xl(R), xr(R), yb(R), or yt(R), respectively. 
In the following, we will describe how a defect D is expanded at its bottom edge E = Ix(D) x 
yb(D). Expanding at the other edges is symmetric. 
3.1. Expand ing  a Defect  D at the  Bot tom Edge 
First step: compute rryx(E) 
double top = yb(D); top boundary of rryz(E) 
bot=findMinimalyContaining(Ix(D),top); bottom boundary of rr~x(E) 
Interval I2 = [bot, top] 
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leftffifindMinimalxContaining(xl(D),I2); 
rightffi find MaximalxContaining(xr(D),I2); 
Interval 11 = [~,  right] ; 
If (I1 and I2 above minimal size constraints) { 
add base element rryz(E) = II x 12 }; 
Second step: compute rr~(E) 
double top = yb(D); top boundary of rrx~(E) 
In terva l  I2 = [top, top]; in i t ia l i ze  I2 
leftff indMinimalxContaining (xl (D), I2) ; 
rightffi find MaximalxContaining(xr(D) ,I2) ; 
Interval Ii = [left, right] ; 
bot=findMinimalyContaining([l,top); bottom boundary of RR 
Interval I2 = [bet, top]; 
If (If and I2 above minimal size constraints) { 
add base element rrxy(E) -- II x 12}; 
The functions f indMinimalxCont aining (), f indMaximalxContaining (), f indMinimalyCon- 
tainingO, and findMaximalyContaining() are 8/I symmetric. All contain a loop running over 
a loop of sorted defects. So only one of them is described here. 
double finclMinimalxContaining(double p, Interval I) { 
finds minimal x coordinate m s.t. [m,p] x I is defect-free 
Precondition: Dright is the list of defects in A sorted by their right 
edge in downward direction. 
if (p=0) return 0; 
for  a l l  d q Dright do {m = xr(d); 
if ( (m _<p) and i cuts interior of Iv(d )) ) d is first obstruction 
return m; } 
return 0; } 
So each expansion of an edge runs six times through lists of sorted defects. 
3.2. Computat ion  of Inner RRs 
Using the expanding procedure given above, not all rectangles can be constructed. But, all 
RRs that cannot be constructed by expansion are inner RRs (see Claim 1). They are searched 
in an extra loop. Let maxdim be the maximal size constraint for result rectangles to be cut 
from A. 
Precondition: Dright is initialized as above. 
Dbot is the list of defects in A sorted by their bottom edge in downward 
direction. 
Dleft is the list of defects in A sorted by their left edge in upward 
direction. 
if (N < 4) return; 
for a11 dl 6 Dright do { 
for all d2q  Dleft do { 
if(xl(d2) - xr(dl) < maxdim) { x Interval between dl and d2 not too long 
Interval I= [xr(dl),xl(d2)]; add I to interval list; } } } 
for all I 6 interval list do { 
for all d3 E Dbot do { 
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i f  ( I  does cut in ter io r  of Iy(d3) ){ d3 is  an obst ruct ion  
top=yb (d3) ; 
bottom = findMinimalyContaining(top,l) ; 
Interval I2= [bottom, top]; 
if (I2 is a valid interval) add b =I × I2 to base;}}} 
4. COMPLETENESS OF CONSTRUCTION 
Let e be an edge of a defect area which is not contained in OA. Denote the set of restricted 
rectangles obtained from expanding e by B(e). 
CLAIM 1. Define B to be the union of the sets B(e), over all edges e derived from the defects D~ 
contained in A. The constructed base B contains all RRs which do intersect with OA. 
PROOF. The proof follows by construction and Lemma 1. 
An example for an RR not obtained by expansion is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. 
COROLLARY. Let N be the number of defect areas in A. Then the number of RRs in A is not 
larger than 
PROOF. 8 x N ---- maximum number of defects created by expansion. 
For each inner RR not constructible by expanding, each of its four edges touches a defect. 
Assume four defects are chosen from A. If they bound an inner RR r each defect must touch 
another edge of r. The edges of r touching the four defects must be: 
yb(r) = min(yt(Di) :  i = 1. . .4) ,  yt(r) = max(yb(Di):  i = 1. . .4) ,  
xl(r) = min(xr(Di)  : i = 1. . .4) ,  xr(r) = max(xl(Di)  : i = 1. . .4) .  
Not every valid rectangle computed from these minimal and maximal ranges must be an RR. But 
if so, there exist no other inner RR bounded by these defects. Therefore (4 N) is the maximum 
number of inner defects. 
LEMMA 1. Let M and N be two RRs having the same x or y range and OM n ON has a nonvoid 
intersection with the boundary of a defect d or OA. Then M and N coincide. 
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